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In the last paper, the geometry of the Sz-Nagy-Foiag model for contraction 
operators on Hilbert spaces was used to advantage in several problems of 
multivariate analysis. The lifting of intertwining operators, one of the basic 
results from the Sz.-Nagy-Foiag theory, is now recognized as the most adequate 
operatorial form of the deep classical results of the extrapolation theory. The 
labeling of the exact intertwining dilations given by Ceaugescu and Foiag [(1978) 
Acta Sci. Math. (Szeged) 40 9-321 and the recursive methods used there open a 
broad perspective for using the Sz.-Nagy-Foiag model in multivariate filtering 
theory. In this paper, using the notion of correlated action (see Suciu and 
Valugescu [(1977) Proceedings of Banach Centrum Semester in Spectral Theory; 
(1978) Rev. Roumaine Math. Pures Appl. 23, No. 9 1393-14231) as a time domain, 
a linear filtering problem is formulated and its solution in terms of the coefficients 
of the analytic function which factorizes the spectral distribution of the known 
data and the coefficients of an analytic function which describes the cross 
correlations is given. In some special cases it is shown that the filter coefficients 
can be determined using recursive methods from the intertwining dilation 
theory, of the autocorrelation function of the known data and an intertwining 
operator, interpreted is the initial estimator given by the prior statistics. 
1. IIW-RODUC~I~N 
In this paper we shall be concerned with the following problem. Suppose 
that a message is described by a stationary process {xn}Tz in a complete correlated 
action (8, A?‘, I’}. We receive this message in the form of a signal also described 
by a stationary process (z,Jtz in (CC’, A?, r>, which is the result of the trans- 
mission and measurement perturbations of the message. The problem is to 
determine the best informatioi about the message {xn}zz at the moment t = 0, 
from the knowledge of the signal (,z,J~~ up to the moment t = 0. 
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In order to give a clear meaning to the notions used above, we shall briefly 
repeat, in Section 2, the basic facts about stationary processes in complete 
correlated actions presented in [5, 61. In addition we construct the “r-orthogonal 
projection” on a submodule of the right Y(b)-module # which gives a more 
precise meaning to the term “the best information” used in this paper. 
In Section 3 we formulate the r-optimum linear filtering problem and, under 
some theoretical relations between the processes {x,)+2 and {zn}‘z , we construct 
the solution of this problem. 
In Section 4 we shall discuss the problem of determining the filter coefficients. 
We shall show that, as in the classical filtering theory, the coefficients of the 
r-optimum linear filter satisfy a system of normal equations in which the corre- 
lation function of the input and the cross-correlation function between the input 
and the desired output appear as known. Since, in general, the cross-correlation 
function between message and signal is not known, the method of determining 
the filter coefficients is not practicable (even theoretically). But, the formula of 
filter coefficients suggests that they can be constructed recursively using the 
construction techniques of exact intertwining dilations derived in [l]. In some 
special situations (for example, when the message and the signal have the same 
autocorrelation function) we succeed in showing that the autocorrelation of the 
signal and an exact intertwining dilation of a contraction which intertwines 
two contractions, canonically related to the processes (x~}:: and {a,,}$ , 
determine the coefficients of the F-optimum filter. 
We hope that this idea will permit use of the labeling of the exact intertwining 
dilations given in [l], in order to obtain recursive methods in filtering theory. 
2. COMPLETE CORRELATED ACTIONS 
As introduced in [5], a correlated action is a triplet (8, 2, r} where d is a 
separable Hilbert space, .X is a right Z=?(8)-module, and I’ a map from X x 2 
into P(b) with the properties: 
(i) r[h, h] is a positive operator for any h E 2, and r[h, h] = 0 implies 
h = 0. 
(ii) r[h, gl = r(g, hl* (h, g ES). 
The separable Hilbert space d is called the parameter space. The action of 
..Y(&‘) onto the state space X is the map L?(b) x ti I-+ &’ which arises from the 
fact that &’ is a right 9(S) -module. The cormktion ofthe action of Z(8) onto &’ 
is given by the map 
(h, .d - m d (h, g E x). (2.1) 
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To any correlated action (8, X’, I’} we can attach its measuring space as the 
Hilbert space X obtained using Aronszajn’s method of construction for the 
reproducing kernel Hilbert space, starting from the operator kernel r. The 
Hilbert space X is uniquely determined by the following facts: There exists an 
injective morphism h + V, from the right P(8)-module X into the right 
9(B)-module dp(b, X) such that 
and 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
More precisely, the generators of S have the form 
vha = Y(a.h) P (2.4) 
where Y(~,~) is a map from d x 2 into C defined by 
We say that the correlated action (8, X, r} is complete, if this injective 
morphism V is onto. 
If {8,X, r> is a complete correlated action, we can define on &’ a “r- 
orthogonal projection on” a submodule .%?i in Z. Indeed, we have 
PROPOSITION. Let XI be a submodule in the right S’(b)-module 3~‘. For any 
h E 3 there exists a unique element h, E S? such that for any a E 8 
Moreover, we have 
r[h - h, , h - h,] = j~i l-‘[h - h, , h - h,] = iis r[h - x, h - x], (2.7) 
1 1 
where the in.mum is taken in the set of positive operators in 5?(S). 
Proof. If S1 = V,,z, V,& and Px, is the orthogonal projection of X on 
$1, putting 
Vh, = &yh (2.8) 
then clearly VhIa E Xi , for any a E 8, and 
V,-,,a = Vha -, VhIa = V,a - Px,Vha = (I - PSI) V,a E SI’. 
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Let h, be another element in .%? with the properties (2.6). Then for any 
aeb we have 
V,a = Vhza + Vh+a. 
It follows that Vhla = PxlVha = Vhla, hence ha = h, . 
We have also 
(r[h - h, , h - h,]a, 4 = II Vh-hp 11’ 
= &nJ (T[h - x, h - x-j a, a), 
1 
where for any finite system aI ,..., a,, E 8 we choose A, ,..., A,, E Y(b) such 
that A,a = a, , K = I,..., n. 
The proposition is proved. 
If we put gtilh = h, , then clearly we obtain an endomorphism of .#’ such 
that 9>, = PS, , F[Pag,h, g] = I’[h, PS,g], and one can interpret PSI as 
a “orthogonal projection on” x1 . 
In the context of a correlated action (8, SF, I’} we define a r-stationary process 
as a sequence Cfn}fz of elements in X, such that TV,, , f,,J depends only on the 
difference m - n and not on m and n separately. In the measuring space X we 
now consider the following subspaces relative to the stationary process {fn}Az 
Xnf = t Vf”&, cw 
--m 
Zf = iy V,*& (2.10) 
-a3 
Also, for the stationary process cf,}zz we exhibit in the state space .# the 
linear manifold 
(2.11) 
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It is known that for any stationary process u,,}Zz there exists a unitary operator 
U, on Xmf, the so-called shift operator attached to the process um}Lz , such that 
Uf”Vf” = vfn+m. 
Hence in a complete correlated action (8, .#, r} we can express the process 
tf?E = 
fn = U?V, 7 (2.12) 
where V, = Vf . 
For the stationary process cf,}:: we define (g,Jzz as 
g, = (1 - FF-,> fn 7 (2.13) 
the so-called innovation part of the process cfn}+z . 
A stationary process {h,}?: is called a white noise process if r[h, , /a,] = 0 
for m # n. It is easy to see that the innovation part {g,}+z of {fn}lz , defined by 
(2.13), is a white noise process and 
r[g, , gnl = ,si;!- r[fn - h, fn - h] = Gf . 
n 1 
G, is called the prediction-error operator of the stationary process cf,,}+z . 
If the prediction-error operator G, is invertible, then setting 
h, = Gy1j2gn (2.15) 
we obtain a white noise stationary process {h,,}+z such tM 
JTh, , hnl = L . (2.16) 
The process {h,}?: is called the normalized innovation process of cf,}?: . 
Let {fn}tz and {g,}+z be stationary processes. If TV,, , g,,J depends only on 
the difference m - n and not on n and m separately, then (f*}zz and {g,}?: are 
called stationary cross-correlated processes, and the map n H r,s(n) from Z into 
-WJ+‘) given by rdn) = Wk, g,+,l is called the cross-correlation function of 
cfn)+z and {g,}?: . On the space X’,” = Xmf V XW” there exists a unitary 
operator &J, the so-called extended stift of the stationary processes cf,)+z and 
{g,,}:: , such that U, = U 1 Xaf, U, = U I Xmg. 
For a stationary process (fn}zz , the 64(B)-valued positive definite function on 
H given by n w T(n) = T[fO , f,,], is called the autocorrelation function of { fn)tz . 
Using the Naimark dilation theorem, there exists an 9(b)-valued semispectral 
measure F on the unit torus T such that 
r(n) = i2me4nt dF(t). (2.17) 
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This semispectral measure F is called the spectral distribution of the process 
UJl: . h [6] f t a ac orization theorem by analytic functions was proved and a 
characterization of G, in terms of this theorem was given. 
If the spectral distribution F of {fn}‘,” verifies the condition 
cdt < dF ,( c--l dt, (2.18) 
where c is a positive constant, then (see [5]) there exists a unique bounded outer 
analytic function {&, b, O(h)}, th e so-called maximal outer function of the process 
cfn)~~ , which has a bounded analytic inverse (8, b, Q(h)} and 
dF = O(ei”)*O(eit) dt, (2.19) 
G;" = O(0). (2.20) 
Moreover, if 
@(A) = Gl/2 + -f A”@, 
k=l 
(2.21) 
and 
Q(h) = G-l’2 + f XkL?, 
k=l 
(2.22) 
are the Taylor expansions of the functions (8, b, @(A)} and {d, b, Q(X)}, 
respectively, then between the initial process {fn]zz and its normalized innova- 
tion process {h,}?: tHere exist the following relations: 
fn = $ @&n-k 
k=O 
and 
(2.23) 
(2.24) 
where the series are supposed to be convergent in the strong topology of 
=q-, .x). 
Note that in this case we have the following identification for the geometrical 
model of prediction [X, V, UJ: 
x = L2(6), 
(Vu)(t) = O(eit)a, a E 8, 
(UK)(t) = e-“tk(t), k E L2(6). 
(2.25) 
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Hence the process un}zz and its normalized innovation {h,)lz can be thought 
of as operators from d into L2(&), respectively: 
and 
(f,a)(t) = e-int@(eit)a (2.26) 
(&u)(t) = e-%z. (2.27) 
3. ~-OPTIMUM LINEAR FILTER 
An input-output system in a correlated action (8, 2, r} is called a linewjlter, 
if there exists a sequence (A,): of operators in a(&) such that the outputs 
(xn}Lz are related with the inputs {an}?: by the formula 
(3.1) 
The series in (3.1) is strongly convergent in $4(&‘, X). 
In this paper we shall be concerned with the following filtering problem: 
consider that the meSSage model is given by a stationary process {x%}fz in the 
correlated action (8, .z?, r} and the observation or the measurement model is 
given by the stationary process (a,,}:: in {I$, &?, r}. Based on some assumed 
relations between {x,Jzz and (,aJt~ the sequence (A,}: of operators in 8(E) is 
determined such that using {an) as inputs, in the linear filter given by {A,)~ , 
the obtained outputs 
4, = f’ A,gzz,-l, 
k-0 
(3.2) 
give the best information that one can obtain about {xn} acting on the observation 
model up to the moment n. This means that 
q%l - %a 1x, - a,] = ininf 
d 
F[x, - h, x, - h]. 
The infimum in (3.3) is taken in the partialy ordered set of the positive 
operators in Y(S) in the sense that for any h E L%$” we have 
mi - k, , x, - a,] < r[x, - h, x, - h] 
as operators in Z(S), and if B is a positive operator in P(S) such that for any 
h E se,“, I3 < r[x, - h, x, - h] implies B < F[x, - k, , x, - &J. 
The positive operator 
G,., = r[xn - % , xv, - &I (3.4) 
is called the $lteriqyrnw operator. 
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The existence of & in .z? which verifies (3.3) arises from the existence of the 
r-orthogonal projection on X. Indeed, if we take 
A 
X, = a-2% > (35) 
then according to (2.7), 9, verifies (3.3). 
Since, moreover, Vi, E X,8 we have a type of closeness of $, to Xnz, but the 
problem of describing this closeness by an approximation procedure or, more 
precisely, of constructing a linear filter with action (&}g such that {in} arises 
as a response of this filter to the inputs {zn> seems to be, in general, very difficult. 
We shall determine this filter under some restrictions which we impose on 
{xn}2: and (.G]I!~ . 
First we suppose that the processes {x~}:: and {zn}zz are stationary cross 
correlated. Hence they have a common operatorial model of the form 
x, = UV,) 2rn = unv, , 
where U is a unitary operator (the extended shift) on the subspace Xaz V Xmz 
of X. Without loss of generality we can suppose that Xmz = X,% = N. 
Let F, and F, be the spectral distributions of {x~}+: and {zn}t: , respectively. 
We shall suppose that F, and F, are Harnack equivalent with the normalized 
Lebesgue measure dt on 8, i.e., there exist positive constants c, , c, such that 
c, dt < dF, < c,-l dt 
and 
(34 
It follows [5] that 
c, dt < dF, < c,l dt. (3.7) 
and 
where 
x = M(9g = M(~z), (3.8) 
xp = Jf+(zi!), (3.9) 
qz = ~+(.a (3.10) 
and 
F# = X0” @ u*so* (3.11) 
St, = X0” 0 u*soz (3.12) 
are the innovation spaces of the processes {xn}+z and {s&z , respectively. As in 
[7], for a wandering subspace F of lJ*, we put 
M(S) = +z u*n9 and M+(2q = 6 u*fls. 
--m 0 
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The existence of a positive constant c,, clearly results from (3.6) and (3.7) 
such that 
c,, dF, < dF, < CL; dF, . (3.13) 
Then [4] there exists a linear bounded invertible operator S on X such that 
su* = u*s 
and 
sv, = v,. 
Since clearly SXss = XOE we have 
(3.14) 
(3.15) 
SM+E) c M+(E). (3.16) 
Suppose now that there exists an integer p > 1 such that the innovation spaces 
$n and F* are related by 
sn c U~M+pq. (3.17) 
Then denoting 
B = U*PS (3.18) 
we have BU* = U*B, BM+(gz) C M+(sz), and 
V, = WBV, . (3.19) 
Now let (8, B, 8(h)} be the maximal outer function of the process (~+J~~. 
Identifying X with LB(&) as in (2.25) we have 
and 
03 
x = qq, ss = 8, Xsz = @ ef%f, 
k---n 
(Uk)(t) = e-‘*k(t), k EP(~), 
(V,a)(t) = f9(ett)a, UE&. 
Clearly B appears as an operator or&s(&) which commutes with multiplication 
by ert inLs(B) and BL+*(B) CL+2(rZ). It follows (see [7, Chap. V, Lemma 3.11) 
that B can be represented as the pointwise multiplication by the boundary 
function B(eit) of a bounded analytic function (8, 6, B(X)}. Let 
B(X) = 2 PB, (XEW (3.20) 
k-0 
be the Taylor expansion of B. 
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Now, using (3.19) we have 
( Vza)(t) = (WBV,a)(t) = ecivtB(eit) O(eit)a 
= e-iPt ‘f ,iktBk 2 eist@sa = e--iPt m  
k=O .9=0 
Lo eimt c Bk@p 
k+s=m 
v-1 
= e-ipt c eimt f Bk@m-ka + e--iPt m 
m=O k=O 
& eimt f B,@,-ka 
k=O 
= gl emiqt j?l Bk@v-q-ka f f eimt y Bk@m+v-ka 
m-0 k=O 
= ‘& e-i’W,p + 5 eimtEma, 
m-0 
where 
and 
D-2 
cq = 1 B,@,-,, 
k=O 
Em = c &%,,k - 
k-0 
Hence 
(3.21) 
(3.22) 
( Vznu)(t) = e-int( V&)(t) = ,f; e-i(‘J+n)tC& + i. e”(m-n)tE,,,a. 
Clearly then 
ei’m-n’tEma. 
m=0 
If {h,)~~ is the innovation process of (S,Jzz, then the last relation can be 
written in time domain as 
S’n = f E,,,h,-, 
W-0 
(3.23) 
and using (2.24) for (L?T~}~Z we obtain 
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where 
In this way we have constructed a linear filter {A*]: with coefficients given by 
(3.24) 
8=0 k=O 
which solve our P-optimum filtering problem. 
The filtering-error operator Gsz is given by 
(Gzsa, a) = (F[x, - 4, , x0 - So]a, u) = 11 Vg - &,,J,a II2 
= 1) g1 e-‘““C@ //e = 2 II 
9=1 
Gulla = (fpAu). 
From (3.21) it follows that 
G,, = i “c” @;-Q-,B:Bk@,-Q-k. 
Q=l k.s=O 
(3.25) 
Remark 1. The prediction problem (of lag p) for a stationary process 
wz 9 whose spectral distribution F is Harnack equivalent with the normalized 
Lebesgue measure on T, can be solved as a particular case of the filtering problem 
considered here. Indeed, if we take x, = f,, and x,, = f,,+, , then it is easy to 
verify that (xn}fz and {zn}Az satisfy all the above conditions. Moreover, in this 
case we have & = Up&, S = UP, and consequently B = Ix. Hence 
B, = I& and Bk = 0 for k # 0. Thus the coefficients of the prediction filter 
(of lag p) are given by 
A, = C sZ,-@,,, . (3.26) 
.V=O 
For p = 1 we obtain 
which are the coefficients of the Wiener filter for prediction obtained in [5,6]. 
4. THE COMPUTATION OF FILTER COEFFICIENTS 
In the classical filtering theory, the coefficients of the optimum filter are 
obtained as the solution of a linear system of normal equations. The unknowns of 
this system arethe coefficients of the filter, the known data being the coefficients 
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of the autocorrelation function of the input and the coefficients of the cross- 
correlation function between input and output. 
The coefficients of our r-optimum filter also satisfy the system of normal 
equations. Indeed, in the preceding section we obtained the formula 
Xe = f C&q+n + f AjZn-j 9 (4-l) 
q=1 j=O 
where (h,,}~~ is the normalized innovation process of {z,}:: . Since r[z,; A,] = 0 
for K < m, from (4.1) we obtain for K < n 
Thus the coefficients {A&’ satisfy the following (infinite) system of normal 
equations: 
r,(O) A, + rz(-1) A, + rz(--2) A, + -a* = rz,@), 
r,(l) A, + r,(O) A, + r,(--1) A, + *.* = r,>,(l), 
---------------------------------- (4.2) 
r,(m) A0 + r,(m - 1) 4 + r,(m - 2) + ..* = r&n), 
where I’,(K) = I’[%, , z,+~] and I’,,,(k) = r[zm , x,+~] are the autocorrelation 
functions of the input {zn}Tz and the cross-correlation function of the input 
{zn}Zz and the desired output {~,,}tz . 
In the univariate case, the celebrated Levinson algorithm [2, 81 permits us to 
determine the filter coefficients (A,}; in a recursive way, the computational 
work involved being somewhat less than that due to the special form of the 
matrix of the system (all the elements of any given diagonal are equal). A similar 
algorithm was obtained for the matrix-valued case by Robinson and Treitel 
(cf. [3]), but here the task became more difficult because the algorithm involves 
matrix inversions. Complicated problems arise also about the stability of the 
solution, because the system is infinite. 
In the operator-valued case such consideration have, however, only theoretical 
significance. But even from this point of view, the normal Equations (4.2) are 
not satisfactory in our filtering problem, since the values of the cross-correlation 
function I’,,,(k) are supposed to be known, while in reality we have no informa- 
tion about them. In such situations the solution of the filtering problem is 
determined recursively, starting with an initial estimation based on a prior 
statistic. Following this idea we shall show that the pure operatorial method 
can be applied here to determine, in some special cases, the solution of our 
filtering problem. This particular case suggests that the labeling of contractive 
intertwining dilation presented in [ 11, and the recursive method used there can be 
applied to construct our r-optimum filter in more general situations. 
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First, let us remark that the coefficients 52, and & which appear in (3.24) are 
well determined by the autocorrelation function r,(n) of the known input {z,,} 
and they can be obtained (at least theoretically) by the standard deconvolution 
methods. We shall consider the problem of determining the coefficients B, in 
(3.24) or the operator S. 
Our supplementary assumption is 
s*xy c x0=. (4.3) 
Let us denote U,, = lJ*/.%$, U,, = U*/S&~ and H, = Vr Q+Vzc9, 
H, = Vr e+V,S. Using (4.3) for any k E X0$ we have: 
( 1 S Uz*,” Vzu, , k ) ( = C U~~V,a,, , n>O ns S*k) 
= (C UnVzan , S’k = S C UnVzan, 
n>0 
1 ( n>O k, 
=@ 
UnSVza, , k = c WV,a, , k 
n>0 1 ( n>0 1 
= (c U*‘% a k 1 r+xn> * QO 
Here we used (4.3) and the fact that Uz”, = P~oJJ/Lxox. 
Thus 
S C lJ,*,“V,a, = C UzT Vza, 
WJ n>o 
and it follows that 
SH, = H, . (4.4) 
It results that S*H,I C H,I. Putting 
s,* = s* 1 so= 
we have 
and 
spJz, = u,,s~ 
S;(Sos 0 Hz) C Zoz 0 Hz . 
Let now T, and T, be the contractions defined by 
and 
T, = PJJ,, I Hz 
Tz = PJJz, I Hz 3 
(4.5) 
(4.6) 
(4.7) 
(4.8) 
W) 
683/g!4-1 I 
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where P, and P, are the projections from sax onto H, and from XOz onto Hz , 
respectively. 
If A is the operator defined from H, into H, by 
A = P&t 1 H, , 
then 
AP, = PzSf . 
Indeed, for any R E X0” we have 
(4.10) 
(4.11) 
AI’& = P,S:P& = P,STk - P,S:(I - PJk = P&k. 
Moreover, for any h E Hz we have 
Hence 
AT& = AP,U,+h = P&XJz+h = PJJz,S:h 
= P,U,,P,S;h = PJJ,+AP,h = TzAh. 
AT, = T,A. (4.12) 
Thus A’*, appear as an exact intertwining dilation of the operator A which 
intertwines T, and T, (see [I]). 
If we suppose that S is a unitary operator, which is the case when the message 
model {x~} and the observation model {an} have the same spectral distribution, 
then S itself appears as the unique exact intertwining dilation of the contraction 
A defined on Hz by 
A = SI H,. (4.13) 
Let A, be the operator on & defined by 
A, = V,*AVz. (4.14) 
Then we have 
Similarly in the time domain, we have A+,, = 9&, , where B is the “Y- 0 
orthogonal projection on “the submodule generated in X by z, . 
This gives to A, a clear meaning of initial estimator. 
Hence, at least in this particular case, we can determine the coefficients of the 
F-optimum filter, based on the autocorrelation function of the signal {zJ and a 
prior statistic which produce the initial estimator A, . 
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